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Have parents join 
team by scanning 

with camera.

PRACTICE
AGE: 6 TO 7

05/4/2022 - 60 MINUTES

OVERVIEW
• Sharks And Minnows - Group Warm Up
• Moving Goal: Pairs - 10 minutes
• Kangaroo Jack - 10 minutes
• Scrimmage - 10 minutes
• Minions - 10 minutes

Practice Notes:
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Moving Goal: Pairs
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

This passing and dribbling activity teaches players to work as a team and score 
goals with a moving target. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per 2 players 
 • 1 pool noodle

  
SETUP 

 • Use 4 cones to create a grid, recommended size: 20 x 20 yards. Pair up 
players and give every pair a ball. 

 • The coach becomes the “goal.” (You’ll need a helper here to carry the other 
end of a pool noodle or a couple pinnies tied together at knee-level around 
the field.) 

 • Move around the grid, changing the goal’s location and angle frequently. 
 • Players must work with their partner to pass the ball back and forth to pursue 

the goal, alternating turns scoring. Encourage players to keep track of how 
many goals they scored. 

 • After a minute, take a break, and encourage players to try to beat their own 
score the next round. 

 • As coach, you can make the second round longer so everyone succeeds.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 
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Expect players to all bunch towards the moving goal. You can ask more parents to 
jump in to make additional moving goals if it gets clunky. 

Younger players may dribble up to the goal and then shoot instead of making a long 
shot through the goal. Over time, they will get more comfortable taking longer 
shots. 

COACHING TIPS 

Because coaches are moving the goal around constantly, kids must look up to find 
the goal. We absolutely want this! This helps them develop field awareness while 
dribbling. 

Young players often think that if you kick a ball hard, it’s more likely to go in. This 
activity helps them realize it’s not how hard they kick that matters, it’s getting it in 
the goal. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Shortening the goal or changing direction or speed more frequently makes it harder 
for players to score. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Lengthening the goal or moving more slowly makes it easier for players to score. 

CHANGE IT UP 

Up the thrill and pretend to be trolls guarding a bridge. Dare them to cross! 

Additional Notes:
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Kangaroo Jack
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

G’day mate! This dribbling activity helps players learn how to go forward, change 
speed and avoid obstacles. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 30 yards 
wide x 20 yards long. 

 • Ask for a volunteer to be Kangaroo Jack. Every other player has a ball. 
 • Players dribble from one end of the grid to the other while Kangaroo Jack 

hops around with both feet trying to tag them. 
 • If tagged, that player kicks their ball out of the grid and becomes a kangaroo, 

joining Kangaroo Jack hopping and trying to tag more players. 
 • After about 1-2 minutes, or when all players have become kangaroos, make a 

new player Kangaroo Jack. 
 • If Kangaroo Jack is struggling to get their first tag, you can join as a kangaroo 

too.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 
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Expect that some kids will fall. Encourage them to hop back up and join the activity. 
Demonstrate hopping and have them show you to ensure they understand. 

Hopping may also feel unfamiliar, and slow Kangaroo Jack down. Don’t be surprised 
if players sometimes skip-hop or forget to hop altogether. 

COACHING TIPS 

Dribblers need to explode away from Kangaroo Jack by dribbling really, really fast 
using small touches to get around Kangaroo Jack and big touches to explode away. 

To encourage Kangaroo Jack and other kangaroos to hone those hopping skills, 
magically bestow them with a “hopping superpower.” Ask them to “show me how 
far you can go!” Spend time to encourage and praise each player for their effort. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Making the grid smaller makes it harder for players to dodge Kangaroo Jack. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Making the grid larger makes it easier for players to dodge Kangaroo Jack. 

CHANGE IT UP 

For a change of pace, you can call it Tigger Tag and have them pretend they’re 
bouncing on their tails. If it’s close to Easter, let them be bunnies. 

You can also play this activity while dribbling randomly around the field instead of 
end to end. The rules are the same—but if Kangaroo Jack has a harder time getting 
tags, you can start with two volunteers instead of one or jump in to help out. 

Additional Notes:
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Sharks And Minnows
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

Sh-sh-SHARK! Dribbling players pretend to be minnows who must cross an ocean 
full of hungry sharks. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 30 yards 
long x 20 yards wide. 

 • Everyone has a ball. 
 • Line players up across the longer side of the grid. 
 • Tell players they are minnows who must swim across the ocean. But beware, 

there’s a shark in the depths! 
 • Players must dribble the ball to the other side without the shark (coach) 

kicking their ball out of the grid. If the shark kicks their ball out, that minnow 
becomes a shark and joins the coach. 

 • Players wait on the other end until everyone has crossed or become a shark. 
 • Each successive trip is more difficult with more sharks. Chomp! 
 • The activity ends when every player has become a shark. 
WHAT TO EXPECT 

Players may be so excited they kick their ball far and chase it or just run ahead and 
leave their ball behind. 
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Players may have trouble making the ball go in the direction they want it to go and 
might literally run around the ball to take it the other way—they can’t turn it yet. 
Don’t discourage this. Right now they just need to explore moving the ball. 

COACHING TIPS 

This activity helps teach players to change speed and direction when dribbling. A 
minnow needs to speed away from the shark by dribbling fast. Don’t worry about 
how they’re dribbling: toes, pinkies, etc. They’re a bit young to master this 
distinction. Encourage them to just push the ball forward to take it where they want 
to go. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Making the grid smaller makes it harder for minnows to cross without getting 
tagged. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Making the grid larger makes it easier for minnows to cross without getting tagged. 
You can also remove the ball. This activity is great for players’ agility and 
coordination, so they get a ton of benefit even without the ball. 

CHANGE IT UP 

For this one, feel free to dial up the storytelling aspect. You’ll love seeing their 
determined expressions, hoots and hollers—whether they’re humans dodging a 
zombie horde or stray puppies trying to avoid the dog catcher. 

Additional Notes:
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Minions
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

Bello! Time to work on developing players’ shooting and dribbling skills—all while 
going bananas. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 15 x 15 
yards. 

 • Ask for a volunteer to be the Minion. 
 • While other players jog around the space, the Minion has a ball and tries to 

hit other players below the knee to turn them into Minions. 
 • If a player is hit, they get a ball and become a Minion and try to hit others too. 
 • The activity continues until all of the players have become Minions. 
 • Optional: Cue up the “Banana Song” for some hilarious and energizing 

background music.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 
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Everyone will want to be the Minion. Who wouldn’t? If you have 6 or more players, 
start with 2 Minions so everyone gets a turn as “it.” 

It might take the first 1-2 Minions a while to hit a player below the knee. If you need 
to, you can jump in to help them along. 

Players might not like being hit with the ball, but between shin guards and keeping 
the space small, you’ll avoid injuries—they often can’t kick the ball too far or hard in 
such a small area, and at this age. 

COACHING TIPS 

Encourage Minions to get as close as they can to others before striking. It’s OK that 
they’re using their toes to kick. Don’t correct it. Instead, you can ask them another 
way to kick the ball or whether there’s another part of the foot they can use. 

CHANGE IT UP 

Suddenly announce that it’s time for a dance party—they’re Minions after all! The 
coach can also become Gru and command his Minions to do funny dance moves 
with the ball. 

Additional Notes:


